
SOCIAL NETWORKING GUIDELINES
Social networking encompasses a broad spectrum of online activity, all of which is trackable and
traceable. These networks include Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Twitter and others. New online
tools are available almost daily introducing new opportunities to establish your online identity.

MLH supports the use of social networking, understanding the benefits to Associates and the
organization. In general, what you do on your own time is your affair. However, activities in or outside
of work that affect your job performance, the performance of others or MLH business interests are a
proper focus for company policy.

MLH trusts and expects Associates to exercise personal responsibility when participating in online
activity and to consider how their actions might reflect upon MLH. The following guidelines have been
developed as a tool for Associates’ use of social networking:

• Current policies apply - MLH policies and procedures in the areas of privacy, anti-harassment,
accountability and expected behaviors extend to all forms of communication including social
networking sites, both inside and outside the workplace.

• Ensure that you are maintaining the privacy of our patients and their family members. It is never
appropriate to discuss specific patients or patient events even if their names are not revealed.
If you have the slightest doubt about the appropriateness of information, discuss this with your
supervisor.

• Exercise good judgment - You are personally responsible for your online activity, both at work
and away from work. Personal, professional and online lives are ultimately linked, whether or
not you choose to mention MLH in your personal online networking activity. What you post
online is public and will be public for a long time. Actions captured via images, posts, or
comments can reflect that of MLH and should not reflect negatively on MLH.

• Ensure that you protect MLH’s confidential and proprietary information.

• Use your personal email address, not your MLH address when not on official MLH authorized
business. – Just as you would not use MLH stationery for a letter to the editor about your
personal views, do not use MLH email addresses.

• Ensure that your use of social networking does not conflict with the performance of your job
duties, distract you from focusing on providing excellent customer service or our commitment
to patient and family-centered care.

• Leaders – By virtue of their positions, Leaders must consider whether personal thoughts may
be misunderstood as expressing MLH positions. A Leader should assume that their Associates
will see online activity and should conduct themselves accordingly.

If in doubt about the confidential nature or appropriateness of information, Associates should
contact their supervisor. These guidelines will evolve as new online tools are introduced and
new challenges arise.
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